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Abstract
Purpose: The aim of this study is to validate an easily applicable flat panel dosimetry method
based on the back projection approach and to compare this method with the incident dosimetry
by EBT2 film method for mid-plane dose calculations. Methods: The dosimetric characteristics of
the flat panel were determined for 6 MV photon energy. Then, the methodology to calculate the
dose on the central axis of the photon beam was described. While, the flat panel dosimetry method
was validated with phantom measurements using an ionization chamber. Once the method was
validated, in vivo measurements of ten prostate patients treated with 6 MV photon energy 3D conformal plans were also performed both with the flat panel and the EBT2 films. Results: The phantom measurements revealed a mean dispersion of 1.7% between flat panel and ionization chamber doses and 2.2% between flat panel and EBT2 film doses. While, the in vivo measurements in
prostate patients revealed a mean dispersion of 0.8% between flat panel doses and treatment
planning calculated doses and 1% between flat panel and EBT2 film doses. Conclusions: The presented flat panel dosimetry method is accurate, easily applicable to all types of flat panels without
the use of any sophisticated software and is not time consuming.
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1. Introduction
The major challenge that must be contented in the treatment of cancer is the irradiation of the tumor with a high
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dose, while the surrounding healthy tissues suffer as little radiation damage as possible. Because of the increasing complexity of all steps in contemporary radiotherapy, the requirement for a thorough verification of the dose
attributed to the patient is higher [1]. In vivo dose verification is used to reveal and prevent major deviations
between the prescribed dose and the dose actually delivered to the patient. This method is usually performed by
placing the classic dosimeters (diodes, TLDs, MOSFETs, radiochromic films) on the skin or inside the patient to
derive the dose at specific points inside the patient [2]. However, in recent years the Electronic Portal Imaging
Devices (EPIDs) are also used for dosimetric verification purposes and are considered superior to “traditional”
dosimeters [3]-[5].
Dose verification with EPID is associated with accurate evaluation of the EPID response to different treatment conditions and parameters. The implementation of a dosimetric calibration model is necessary to convert a
grayscale EPID image into a transit dose image. This calibration model may be used either with a back-projection algorithm or with the “forward approach” [1]. However, according to AAPM Task Group 58 the determination of this calibration model depends on various treatment parameters affecting image quality (beam energy,
number of MUs, collimator settings, patient thickness, detector distance) [6]. For this purpose, flat panel inherent and dosimetric characteristics should be firstly investigated and determined. Once the calibration model and
the algorithm are defined, the accuracy of the method should be evaluated in a phantom before used clinically.
The study presented is the validation of an easily applicable Siemens EPID verification method based on the
back-projection approach and the comparison of this method with the EBT2 film in vivo verification method.
The method was tested with phantom measurements using an ionization chamber and compared with the EBT2
film method. Once the method was validated it was applied on ten prostate patients treated with 3D conformal
plans. Furthermore, EBT2 films were implemented for comparison.

2. Methods and Materials
In this study, an a-Si flat panel EPID (OptiVue 500 Siemens Medical Solutions, Concord, CA) attached to an
Oncor Impression linear accelerator (Siemens Medical Solutions, Concord, CA) was investigated. The LINAC
(Linear Accelerator) produces a 6 MV photon beam and is equipped with a multileaf collimator (Optifocus,
Siemens, Germany) of 82 leaves and a virtual wedge option. The flat panel has a 41 × 41 cm2 active detection
area (512 × 512 pixels) yielding a pixel resolution of 0.8 mm. The Source-Imager Distance (SID) can vary between 115 and 160 cm, while lateral and longitudinal movements of the panel are not possible.
All measurements in this study were performed in the clinical dose rate mode of 250 MU/min, while the field
size dimensions are defined at SAD = 100 cm and the SID was set at 150 cm. In clinical mode, the use of EPID
and acquisition of imaging data were made with the Siemens Coherence Therapist Workspace version 2.0.125.
All EPID measurements were made in the “Port During” acquisition mode, which means that imaging data acquisition starts with beam-on and stops when the beam turns off. An EPID image is stored as a two-dimensional (2D) accumulated pixel value distribution averaged over all sub frames. The integration time per sub
frame is 285 ms resulting in a constant frame acquisition rate of 3.5 frames per second.
The reference central dose measurements were performed with an ionization chamber (Farmer FC65-G 0.6
cm3) connected to a Dose 1 (Wellhofer-Scanditronix) electrometer. While, the reference patient doses were given by the Oncentra treatment planning system. Finally, the film verification measurements were performed with
Gafchromic® EBT2 films which were scanned with an Epson Perfection V750 Pro.
Analysis of the EPID and EBT2 images is accomplished using the programming language MATLAB 7.1.

2.1. Flat Panel Inherent Characteristics
2.1.1. EPID Signal and Response
The EPID signal (SEPID) is defined as the average pixel value anywhere on the 2D EPID image multiplied by the
number of frames acquired [4].

=
SEPID Average pixel value × # frames

(1)

The EPID response (REPID) is defined as the ratio of the EPID signal, SEPID, in a central region of interest (ROI)
of 10 × 10 mm2 to the dose delivered to the device at that area [4]:

REPID =

SEPID
Dref
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2.1.2. Buildup
The implementation of adequate buildup layer is important in EPID dosimetry not only for the establishment
of the required electron equilibrium but also for the attenuation of the low energy photons scattered from the
patient especially at small patient-detector air gaps [3] [4] [7] [8].
The effective layer of the OptiVue 500 does not provide adequate electronic equilibrium. The additional
buildup layer of solid water material was determined with successive EPID signal measurements with respectively increasing thickness of 0 mm to 1.5 cm solid water. The EPID signal was measured for a field
size of 10 cm × 10 cm and 100 MUs per irradiation in free air. The additional buildup layer which corresponds to the maximum EPID signal was determined. The maximum EPID signal measurement corresponds
to the additional buildup layer was found. This additional buildup layer was placed on top of the flat panel in
all subsequent measurements.

2.1.3. Image Lag and Ghosting
Amorphous silicon EPIDs suffer from image lag and gain ghosting effects according to several authors [3] [4]
[9]-[11]. In order to determine the ghosting effects on the Optivue 500, the flat panel and the ionization
chamber were irradiated under the same conditions with 5 - 300 MUs using a field size of 10 cm × 10 cm in
free air [3] [4] [9] [11]. The ghosting correction factor G(t) as a function of beam time is then determined
according to McDermott et al. [4].
2.1.4. EPID Dose Calibration and Field Size Dependence
Amorphous silicon EPIDs suffer from ghosting effects resulting in non-linear EPID response [3] [4] [9]-[11].
The EPID signal (S EPID) corrected for the ghosting effects is then given by the following formula:
SEPID _G =

Average pixel value × # frames
G (t )

(3)

where G(t) is the ghosting correction factor as a function of irradiation time t.
EPID dose calibration was performed with the flat panel and the ionization chamber irradiated under the
same conditions [4] [8] [9] [11]-[14]. Dose measurements for a field of 10 × 10 cm2 in air with successive irradiations of 5, 10, 20, 60, 80, 100, 200 and 300 MUs were performed. The EPID dose in air for a 10 × 10
cm2 irradiation field is then given by the following formula:
AIR
DEPID
=
(10 ) SEPID _G × CF

(4)

where SEPID _G is the corrected EPID signal in pv (pixel value) and CF is the EPID calibration factor in
cGy/pv.
In order to determine the field size dependence the flat panel and the ionization chamber were irradiated
under the same conditions in free air for field sizes of 5 × 5 cm2 - 20 × 20 cm2 and a total amount of 50 MUs
for each field size.
The dose measured by flat panel in air for a given field size w is given by the following relationship:
AIR
AIR
AIR
=
DEPID_cor
( w ) DEPID_uncor
( w ) ÷ SEPID
( w)

(5)

where D
( w ) is the dose measured by the EPID in air without the correction for the scattered radiation and S
( w ) is defined as the EPID air scatter factor and takes into account the scattered radiation for
the different field sizes.
AIR
EPID_uncor
AIR
EPID

2.2. Back Projection Formalism for EPID Dosimetry
The presence of an attenuator in the beam path results in absorption of the radiation reaching the EPID. In
this situation, EPID records the transit dose and the effect of the attenuator can be expressed by an attenuation factor depending on the attenuator thickness and the field size (w).
TRANSIT
The attenuation factor AF(w,t) defined as the ratio of the transit dose DEPID_uncor
( w ) to the dose measured
AIR
in free air DEPID_uncor ( w ) is given by:
AF ( w, t ) =

TRANSIT
DEPID_uncor
( w)
AIR
DEPID_uncor
( w)
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Thus, the transit dose is expressed by the following formalism:
TRANSIT
AIR
D=
DEPID_uncor
( w ) × AF ( w, t )
EPID_uncor ( w )

(7)

To determine the attenuation factor AF(w,t), measurements were performed with the flat panel in free air and
with attenuator of various thicknesses (t = 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, 25 cm), field sizes from 5 × 5 cm2 to 20 × 20
cm2 at SSD = 100 cm and a total amount of 50 MUs for each field size-thickness combination.
AIR
In clinical applications, the transit dose is recorded by the EPID. Using formula (7) the DEPID_uncor
( w ) is
AIR
AIR
calculated and corrected for the scattered radiation SEPID ( w ) . The DEPID_cor ( w ) is then transformed to the
surface dose on the attenuator using the inverse square law.
Finally, the dose at depth d inside the attenuator can be calculated as follows:
2

SID 
AIR
DPEPID ( d=
) DEPID_cor
( w ) × 
 × PDD ( d , w, SSD )
 SSD 

or
=
DPEPID ( d )

TRANSIT
DEPID_uncor
( w)

2

 SID 
×
× PDD ( d , w, SSD )
AIR
SEPID
( w ) × AF ( w, t )  SSD 

(8)

AIR
where DPEPID ( d ) is the dose at the point of interest as reconstructed by the EPID measurement, DEPID_cor
( w ) is
the dose measured in air for a w field size by the EPID corrected for the scattered radiation and PDD ( d , w, SSD )
is the corresponding percent depth dose.

2.3. Formalism for EBT2 Film Dosimetry
EBT2 film handling was performed according to the recommendations by Alva H et al. [15]. EBT2 films were
cut in 5 × 5 cm2 pieces for dose calibration and patient in vivo measurements. All films, prior to irradiation were
scanned (RGB format, 150 dpi) with an EPSON perfection V750pro, for pre-irradiation background measurement [16]. EBT2 dose calibration was performed by placing individual precut films in a homogeneous solid water phantom at 10cm depth on the central axis of the beam. All films were irradiated with a 10 × 10 cm2 field
and 50 - 350 MUs while the corresponding reference dose Dref was measured with a Farmer FC65G ionization
chamber positioned at the same irradiation conditions with that of EBT2 films. Post-irradiation film scanning
was performed 24 hours after irradiation [17] while the TIFF images obtained were further analyzed with the
program MATLAB 7.1 on the three color channels (RGB).
According to the IAEA recommendations, an appropriate buildup layer should be used in radiochromic film
dosimetry for electronic equilibrium [2]. However, in this study a buildup layer was not used, because measurements were performed simultaneously with the EBT2 film placed on the surface of the phantom (patient)
and the flat panel. The existence of the buildup layer would affect the measurement of flat panel due to absorption.
The lack of electronic equilibrium, because of the buildup layer absence, was balanced with the introduction of the conversion factor of surface to maximum dose.
The conversion factor of surface to maximum dose CFSurface Dose → Dmax was determined:

(

CFSurface Dose → Dmax =

)

Dmax
DSurface

(9)

It is defined as the ratio of the maximum dose to the surface dose on the phantom or patient for a given field
size w measured by the EBT2 films. To determine CFSurface Dose → Dmax EBT2 films were placed simultaneously on
the surface and at the depth of maximum dose of a homogenous solid water phantom on the central axis of the
beam and were irradiated with fields ranging from 5 × 5 cm2 to 20 × 20 cm2 at SSD = 100 cm and a total amount
of 200 MUs for each irradiation. CFSurface Dose → Dmax was measured in homogenous solid water phantom of
thicknesses 10 cm and 20 cm.
Finally, the dose at the point of interest (d) inside the phantom or patient is given by the following expression:
DPEBT2 ( d ) =
DSurface × CFSurface Dose → Dmax × PDD ( d , w, SSD )
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where DPEBT2 ( d ) is the dose at the point of interest as reconstructed by the EBT2 film measurement, DSurface is
the EBT2 film measured dose on the surface of the phantom or patient, CFSurface Dose → Dmax is the conversion factor of surface dose to maximum dose and PDD ( d , w, SSD ) is the corresponding percent depth dose.

2.4. The Mid-Plane Dose by Phantom Verification Measurements
The proposed EPID dosimetry method was verified with measurements in a homogeneous solid water phantom.
For this purpose, a homogeneous solid water phantom of two different thicknesses (10 cm, 20 cm) was scanned
by CT and transferred by DICOM to TPS. The mid-plane dose was calculated by TPS for field sizes of 5 × 5
cm2 - 20 × 20 cm2 and 200 MUs at SSD = 100 cm. The above irradiation conditions were simulated and delivered with linac beam and the transit dose was recorded by the EPID. Mid-plane dose DPEPID ( d ) as reconstructed by the EPID transit dose was calculated by applying the formula (8). Moreover, surface dose (Dsurface)
was measured with EBT2 films on the phantom surface and mid-plane dose DPEBT2 ( d ) as reconstructed by the
EBT2 surface measured dose was then calculated by applying the formula (10). Mid-plane dose was also measured with an ionization chamber placed at point of interest inside the phantom. Finally, all the above mid-plane
doses, either reconstructed or measured, were compared to the mid-plane doses as calculated by the TPS.

2.5. In Vivo Measurements
Finally, in vivo dosimetry measurements of ten 3D conformal prostate treatment plans were implemented. Prostate was treated using the four field isocentric box technique with the patient lying in supine position. Measurements were performed for the gantry 0˚ field for three fractions (total 30 beams). Measurements were performed
only for the gantry 0˚ field to avoid affecting the department’s workflow. Each field was represented by its
equivalent square field. Patient’s thickness was measured on the CT image (AP distance). Simultaneously, the
TRANSIT
transit dose DEPID_uncor
( w ) and the surface dose (DSurface) were measured by the EPID and the EBT2 film respectively. Subsequently, reconstructed doses at the isocenter were calculated by applying the formulas (8) and
(10). Each reconstructed isocenter dose, either by the EPID or the EBT2 films, was compared to the corresponding calculated dose by TPS. In this study the IAEA tolerance level of 5% was considered appropriate [2].
When the in vivo results were out of the ±5% the physicists investigated the patient setup, the machine settings
and the TPS calculations in order to determine possible errors.

3. Results
3.1. Flat Panel Inherent Characteristics
3.1.1. Buildup
The maximum EPID response was measured for an additional buildup layer of 0.4 cm thickness of solid water
(RW3). Hence, all the subsequent measurements were performed under buildup conditions with this additional
buildup layer placed on the surface of EPID.
3.1.2. Image Lag and Ghosting
Figure 1 shows the normalized EPID response (points set) as a function of irradiation time without taking into
account any correction and the ideal response (dashed line). It is obvious that in short irradiation times the
measured response remains significantly below the ideal. Specifically, in irradiation times between 20 and 300
MUs the linearity is within 3%, while below 20 MUs linearity shows significant divergence due to the ghosting
effects (Figure 1). In order to correct the EPID response for this divergence a ghosting correction factor G(t) is
used. According to McDermott et al. [4] the ghosting correction factor can be exponentially fitted by the normalized REPID as a function of irradiation time (Figure 1). The ghosting factor is then determined as follows:

G (t ) =
a0 − a1 exp ( −b1t ) − a2 exp ( −b2 t ) − a3 exp ( −b3t ) − a4 exp ( −b4 t )

(11)

where a0 = 1 , a1 = 0.04646 , a2 = −0.006748 , a3 = −0.09769 , a4 = 0.4355 are amplitudes and
b1 = 0.04849 s −1 , b2 = 0.8777 s −1 , b3 = 0.3362 s −1 , b4 = 0.6823 s −1 are decay rates according to our fitted
data.
After applying the ghosting correction factor the linearity is within ±2% from 5 to 300MUs.
The ghosting correction factor G(t) was applied in all subsequent measurements.
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Figure 1. Determination of ghosting correction factor. The normalized EPID response as a function of irradiation time and the ideal response (dashed line).

3.1.3. EPID Dose Calibration and Field Size Dependence
is CF 2.92124 × 10−5 cGy pv .
According to our measurements the EPID calibration factor (CF)=
AIR
While in Figure 2 the dose measured in air by the a-Si detector DEPID_uncor
( w ) and the ionization chamber
on the central axis as a function of field side is presented. All data are normalized to the dose delivered by the
10 × 10 cm2 field. According to our measurements, the EPID response differs significantly from the ionization
chamber response. Deviations up to 6.7% were observed for 20 × 20 cm2 field size. In order to correct the EPID
AIR
AIR
response for field sizes different from 10 × 10 cm2 the EPID air scatter factor SEPID
( w ) is used. SEPID
( w ) is
the ratio of the dose measured by the flat panel for a given field size w to the dose measured by the ionization
chamber for a given field size w normalized to the corresponding ratio for a 10 × 10 cm2 field. The air scatter
factors range from 0.953 for a 5 × 5 cm2 field to 1.067 for a 20 × 20 cm2 field.

3.2. Back Projection Formalism for EPID Dosimetry
In Figure 3, the attenuator factor AF(w,t) as a function of field side w and phantom thickness t is presented. The
attenuator factor for intermediate attenuation thicknesses can be calculated by interpolating the corresponding
measured data.

3.3. Formalism for EBT2 Film Dosimetry
The calibration curve of EBT2 films is presented in Figure 4. While, in Table 1 the conversion factors of
surface dose to maximum dose CFSurface Dose → Dmax are presented as a function of field side. Each factor
CFSurface Dose → Dmax is the mean value of the respective factors measured for an irradiated field size w and a
phantom of thickness 10 cm and 20 cm.

(

)

(

)

3.4. The Mid-Plane Dose by Phantom Verification Measurements
The distribution of the EPID reconstructed doses ratios to the TPS calculated doses reveals a mean value of
0.993 and a standard deviation of 0.013 (Figure 5). While, the distribution of the ratios of the EBT2 film reconstructed doses to the TPS calculated doses reveals a mean value of 0.971 and a standard deviation of 0.010
(Figure 5).
The distribution of the ratios of the EPID reconstructed doses to the ionization chamber measured doses reveals a mean value of 0.983 and a standard deviation of 0.013 (Figure 6). While, the distribution of the ratios of
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Figure 2. The normalized EPID and ionization chamber response as a function of field side.

Figure 3. The attenuator factor A(w,t) as a function of field side w and phantom thickness t.

the EBT2 film reconstructed doses to the ionization chamber measured doses reveals a mean value of 0.962 and
a standard deviation of 0.010 (Figure 6).
It is also raised that the discrepancy between the EPID method and the EBT2 film method is 2.2%.

3.5. In Vivo Measurements
The ratio distribution of the EPID in vivo reconstructed doses to the TPS isocenter doses reveals a mean value of
1.008 and a standard deviation of 0.032 (Figure 7). While, the ratio distribution of the EBT2 film in vivo reconstructed doses to the TPS isocenter doses reveals a mean value of 0.998 and a standard deviation of 0.013
(Figure 7). These values are within the ±5% which is the classical in vivo tolerance level [2], indicating the method’s accuracy. It is also revealed that the discrepancy between EPID dosimetry and EBT2 film dosimetry is
1%.
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Figure 4. EBT2 film calibration curve. The red channel is considered
appropriate for the image analysis. The fitting function refers to the
red channel.

Figure 5. The distribution of the ratios of the EPID reconstructed
mid-plane doses DPEPID ( d ) to the treatment planning calculated
mid-plane doses DPTPS ( d ) and the distribution of the ratios of the
EBT2 film reconstructed mid-plane doses DPEBT2 ( d ) to the treatment planning calculated mid-plane doses DPTPS ( d ) in a homogenous solid water phantom.

Figure 6. The distribution of the ratios of the EPID reconstructed
mid-plane doses DPEPID ( d ) to the ionization chamber measured midplane doses and the distribution of the ratios of the EBT2 film reconstructed mid-plane doses DPEBT2 ( d ) to the ionization chamber measured mid-plane doses in a homogenous solid water phantom.
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Figure 7. The distribution of the ratios of the EPID in vivo reconstructed doses to the treatment planning calculated isocenter
doses and the distribution of the ratios of the EBT2 film in vivo reconstructed doses to the treatment planning calculated isocenter doses.
Table 1. The conversion factor of surface dose to maximum dose.
Field side (cm)

Conversion factor of surface dose to maximum dose CFSurface Dose→D

max

(SD)

5

8.42

0.94

10

5.94

0.52

15

4.88

0.37

20

3.69

0.24

4. Discussion
In this study an easily applicable EPID dosimetry method is proposed for clinical practice, demanding a small
number of data measurements (buildup, ghosting effects, calibration, field size dependence, thickness dependence).
In order to define formalism for EPID dosimetry it is necessary to determine the flat panel’s inherent dosimetric characteristics. Firstly, it was determined that the additional build-up layer is 0.4 cm solid water. This result
is in accordance with the results of G. V. Menon and R. S. Sloboda [7]. They have studied an a-Si EPID of a
different vendor and have found that the maximum EPID response occurs for a thickness of 0.5 cm solid water
for a 6 MV photon beam.
In this study ghosting effects were investigated. It was found that in low doses the normalized EPID response
deviates from the ideal linear response due to ghosting effects. This behavior has also been commented by other
authors who have studied the flat panel characteristics of the same [3] or other vendors’ [4] [8] [9]. The ghosting
correction factor was introduced to correct the EPID response for non-linear behavior. After correcting the
measurements with the G(t) the linearity with the MUs was within ±2% for the whole range of MUs.
Investigating the field size dependence of EPID response it was found that the EPID response differs significantly from the ionization chamber response for various field sizes, up to 6.7%. This result can be attributed to
the increased scattered irradiation created inside the flat panel’s electronics. To take into account this discrepancy, we introduced the EPID air scatter factor used in all further EPID measurements.
Finally, investigating the EPID response under attenuation conditions the attenuation factor was introduced. It
was found that for the same attenuator thickness the attenuation is slightly increased with increasing field size
because of the increasing scattered photons.
Once the inherent and dosimetric characteristics of the flat panel were determined, a dosimetric model, which
calculates the dose in the absorber on the central axis of the photon beam, was developed. The dosimetric model
is based on the back projection approach and takes into account:
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1) The low energy photons with the use of the additional buildup layer
2) The image lag and gain ghosting effects with the use of the ghosting correction factor, G(t)
3) The scattered irradiation created inside the flat panel’s electronics with the use of the EPID air scatter facAIR
tor, SEPID
( w ) and
4) The attenuation of photon beam due to the presence of various thicknesses absorber in the path of the beam
with the use of the attenuation factor, AF ( w, t ) .
The performance of the proposed method was firstly assessed with phantom measurements. According to
phantom verification measurements, the mean dispersion of the ratios distribution of the EPID reconstructed
doses to the ionization chamber and TPS measured doses is 1.7% and 0.7% respectively, indicating that the
proposed method is accurate and can be further applied on patients for in vivo measurements. The results also
revealed a 1% systematic difference between the doses measured with the ionization chamber and the corresponding doses calculated by the TPS, which can be attributed to the linac output fluctuations (±1%).
Once the method was validated, it was applied on ten prostate patients treated with 3D conformal plans. The
EPID reconstructed doses were compared to the corresponding TPS calculated doses. The mean dispersion of
the ratio of the EPID in vivo reconstructed doses to the TPS doses is 0.8%. According to the results shown in
Figure 7 the agreement between planned and EPID measured doses is within ±4% including the uncertainty of
the method (1.7%), the determination of patient’s thickness, the determination of the equivalent square field and
the uncertainties caused by the patient’s physiological movements. It is underlined that in only one case, the
EPID verification method was out of the acceptable tolerance level (7%). This discrepancy caused by the presence of gas cavities in patient’s abdomen which was not recorded in the initial CT scan.
Comparing the EPID and the EBT2 dosimetry methods the phantom measurements revealed a difference of
+2.2% which can be attributed to the uncertainty in determination of the surface dose to the maximum dose
conversion factors. On the other hand, the deviation between the EPID dosimetry method and the EBT2 film
dosimetry method is 1% for the in vivo measurements. This difference is due to 1) the uncertainty in determination of the surface dose to the maximum dose conversion factors and 2) the difficulty in EBT2 film positioning
on the patient’s skin. Regarding the case which was out of the acceptable tolerance level, the presence of the gas
cavities does not affect the EBT2 film measurement because the entrance dose measurements are independent
from patient’s anatomy. This fact indicates an advantage of the EPID dosimetry method over the EBT2 film
method. Moreover, the EPID dosimetry method can be applied for all the irradiation fields without interrupting
the treatment and without the patients coming into contact with the flat panel. Finally, the EPID images are
available immediately after patient irradiation.
Many authors have proposed other EPID dosimetry methods. Some of them (Chytyk-Praznik et al., Royer et
al., Gimeno et al.) have proposed methods which are based on Monte Carlo calculations or sophisticated software [18]-[20]. However, the aim of this study was to propose an easily applicable EPID dosimetry method
without the use of any sophisticated software. Two main research groups (Piermattei et al., Francois et al.) have
also proposed other easily applicable methods [21] [22]. Particularly, with regards to the Piermattei et al. approach, which is based on the use of correlation functions, the average ratio of the reconstructed dose at the isocenter to the TPS dose for pelvic tumors was within 1%, in agreement with the mean values reported in this
study [21]. Regarding the Francois et al. approach, who also proposed an easily applicable in vivo verification
method on the central axis using the back-projection approach, the mean dose ratio for 20 3DCRT prostate
treatments was also within 1% [22]. However, our method takes into account 1) the electronic equilibrium and
the low energy photon attenuation with the addition of the appropriate build-up layer on the EPID surface and 2)
the ghosting effects with the implementation of the ghosting correction factor G(t). On the other hand, the proposed method does not use the transmission functions (f(d,l), TMRt), which have been used by Piermattei et al.
and Francois et al. respectively, thus reducing the set of measurements considerably. The use of these functions
was not adopted because a) the use of the build-up layer assures the elimination of the scattered radiation reaching the detector and b) the scattered radiation is negligible for the air gaps met in clinical practice (>20 cm) [8]
[13].

5. Conclusions
An easily applicable EPID dosimetry method based on the back-projection approach was proposed. The method
is accurate, easily applicable to all types of flat panels given that inherent characteristics of each specific flat
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panel have been determined and the calculation of the dose can be performed without any sophisticated software.
The major advantages of the EPID dosimetry method over EBT2 film dosimetry are: 1) the EPID takes into
account the patient’s anatomy and 2) the method is not time consuming. While further investigation may take
advantage of the 2D dosimetry information recorded on the flat panel.
The presented EPID dosimetry method is intended to be used in more complex techniques. The perspective of
the method application on the off axis points is also under investigation.
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